PART I
Directions: For each question, you will see a picture in your test book and you will hear four short statements. These statements will be spoken two times. They will not be printed in your test book, so you must listen carefully to understand what the speakers say. When you hear the four statements, look at the picture in your test book and choose the statement that best describes what you see in the picture. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and mark your answer.

Look the sample below.

Now listen to the four statements.
A. The moon shines at night.
B. The sun shines during the day.
C. The moon travels around the sun.
D. The half moon shines brightly.

Statement (a) "The moon shines at night." Best describes what you see in the picture. Therefore, you should choose answer (a).

Choose the correct answer based on the each picture bellow!

UN-SMK-06-01
Look at the picture bellow.

A. The electric organ is in front of the television.
B. The water dispenser is between the television and the electric organ.
C. There are some photographs on the table.
D. No one is watching television in the room, because it is off.

UN-SMK-06-02
Look at the picture bellow.

A. All chairs in the room are occupied by the students.
B. Not all students can have seats.
C. The teacher is speaking front of the students with a microphone.
D. Several students are making a presentation.

UN-SMK-06-03
Look at the picture bellow.

A. Two men are eating fish.
B. The children are swimming in the sea.
C. The three people are sitting in the river bank.
D. A man is fishing in the river.

UN-SMK-06-04
Look at the picture bellow.

A. There is a traffic jam on the street.
B. There will a car on the street.
C. The road work is not complete yet.
D. An accident happens on the road.
UN-SMK-06-05

Look at the picture bellow.

A. The person is using an excavator to dig the ground.
B. The person is using a rake to cut a tree.
C. The person is using a hoe to make aggregate.
D. The person is using a spade to build a house.

UN-SMK-06-06

Hello mother, how is everything?
A. Yes, it is.
B. Cheerio
C. Not so bad.

UN-SMK-06-07

Mr. Yusuf is out just a moment.
A. Can you help me, please?
B. What can I do for you?
C. Can I leave for a massage them?

UN-SMK-06-08

I am terrible sorry for the convenient
A. Of course I am very convenient.
B. It's OK sometimes everything happens.
C. When it will be convenient for you.

UN-SMK-06-09

Sorry, it's about you. I'm looking the new internet Cape
A. Just go down to the street and turn the right.
B. Well, I often go to the internet cape too.
C. I am sorry to hear that. I hope you find it soon. Oh, I have a terrible toothache.

UN-SMK-06-10

Oh, I have a terrible toothache.
A. It's better to take this pill and go and see a dentist
B. You're right the weather is terribly cold.
C. I don't think I've headache. Do you prefer working for a domestic or foreign company.

UN-SMK-06-11

Do you prefer working for domestic or foreign company.
A. Yes, I prefer working a home
B. Working for foreign company is better I think.
C. I have worked for both domestic or foreign company.

UN-SMK-06-12

So we go for a picnic for the final semester test.
A. I agree, I don't like final semester test.
B. I don't think it's good idea, we should study hard now.
C. It's a great going for a picnic helps us relax attention after the test I am sorry to say that. I am not satisfied with your service.

UN-SMK-06-13

A. The service of company is always satisfying.
B. I can show that we are happy to receive every complain.
C. I am not satisfied with your complain to us.

UN-SMK-06-14

A: Parahyangan Travel Agency. Can I help you?
B: Yes, please, I book the seat on the second bus to Lampung, leaving at 08.00 P.M. tomorrow. I want to confirm that I take it. And I want to know what time I should be there to airport. My name is Gill.
A: Thanks, please come and report to us before the departure.

What did the caller telephone the agency for?
A. Booking a seat in a bus
B. Canceling his reservation
C. Confirming his reservation
D. Changing the time of his travel

UN-SMK-06-15

A : I like to speak with Mr. Zakaria, please!
B : He is out at the moment. I am afraid.
A : Anything I can do for you so?
B : Well, listen for him, that the order is ready. We need n’ t know about the time of delivery. We are from ABC printing house, thank you.

What does the caller want to know?
A. Confirmation about an order
B. Mr. Zakaria’s health condition
C. Method and time of product delivery
D. Information about ABC printing house

UN-SMK-06-16

A : May I have the schedule of lecture for employee?
B : Sure, the study in room 461 and 402 on fourth floor on Friday to Saturday, from 02.00 P.M. to 04.00P.M.
A : Thank you for your information
How often do the employees study?
A. Twice a week
B. Three times a week
C. Four times a week
D. Five times a week
UN-SMK-06-17
A : I think working with this company since 1980.
B : That's quite long, have you got it only here.
A : No. I enjoy my job here
How long has the woman been working with the company up until now?
A. 5 years
B. 9 years
C. 15 years
D. 19 years

UN-SMK-06-18
A : I was in Bandung from 1981 to 1990. And then I moved to Semarang and lived there for 15 years before I came here.
B : Why did you move to this town?
A : I got a better business opportunity,
How long did the man live in Bandung?
A. 5 years
B. 9 years
C. 15 years
D. 20 years

UN-SMK-06-19
A : I want to invite you to come to my house this evening.
B : I'll be glad to. What is it? Your engagement?
A : No, I've a picnic sated a Jakarta University. Do come between 07.00 PM. to 09.00 PM. There'll be some other friends coming in high.
What is the girl going to hold in her house?
A. an engagement party
B. a university party
C. a celebration party
D. a senior high farewell party

UN-SMK-06-20
A : I like to book a seat to Surabaya, please!
B : Single or round trip
A : Single, please
What does the man want?
A. a seat in a theatre
B. a single trip ticket
C. a round trip ticket
D. a book about Surabaya

For Questions 21 - 22
Year and sale Kriyasta Department store offers good qualified products at very low prices, big discount, there is night gown from Korea, only Rp.20,000 each. Children's shoes Rp.5,000 and Rp.15,000. Man's sport shoes Rp.20,000 and many more. Satisfaction guarantee. This is

UN-SMK-06-21
What is advertised?
A. Food
B. Clothing
C. Beverage
D. Furniture

UN-SMK-06-22
Where should buyers go to get products?
A. Korea.
B. Market.
C. Supermarket.
D. Kriyasta Department Store.

For Questions 23 - 24
When you're installing your computer, system remember to follow the set up direction in the manual. Perform all steps in. the order percentage in it. Proceed slowly and carefully to make sure that you put it's cable into correct socket. The pin in the plug and line with corresponding holes in the socket and so on. Its cable usually has different kinds, of plug on its two ends. Making it almost impossible for you to make mistake. But to perform socket, do not plug the power cable or switch on any components until you have double check every connection.

UN-SMK-06-23
What must we do to install a computer system?
A. Install it slowly and carefully.
B. Make it impossible to make mistakes.
C. Follow the set up directions in the manual.
D. Align pins in a plug with the corresponding holes.

UN-SMK-06-24
What may happen if we do not double check every connection?
A. The cables cannot be put into the correct sockets,
B. It will be impossible to make a mistake.
C. There may be short circuit.
D. The computer can not be switched on.

For Questions 25 - 26
Each country has terms basic unit of money. In actually for example the basic unit is selera. French uses the fronk, Swiss drachma, the Nederland the guilders (golden), Portugal - the escudo, Spain - the peseta and Germany Dutch mark. The money in use in the country is all the countries currencies. When the people European countries want to make transaction, they don't need to change their currencies into Dollars. As today this member of European community have the commodity unit into Euros,

UN-SMK-06-25
What's base unit of money of Spain?
A. The mark
B. The peseta
C. The escudo
D. The drachma
UN-SMK-06-26
When there's a business transaction involving the three countries of France, the Netherlands, what should they do in terms of the value of the business?
A. They should use Euros.
B. They should convert the value into francs.
C. They should convert the value into guilders.
D. They should use dollars as their common currency.

For Questions 27 - 28
Good morning, ladies and gentleman, after having a night rest in a comfortable hotel and delicious break past I do hope you are all fresh and already for our next tour. Today we're going to explore famous country side of a spa, tea plantation in Pangalengan, Tangkuban Prahu mountain in Lembang, and Ciater hot spring water in Subang. We'll also visit to Mr. Ujo's traditional bamboo music instrument angklung Conceit. We will be back to the hotel around 06.00P.M.

UN-SMK-06-27
How many places are they planning to visit today?
A. 8 places
B. 6 places
C. 4 places
D. 2 places

UN-SMK-06-28
Where can we have a spa?
A. Pengalengan
B. Lembang
C. Subang
D. Mr. Ujo's

For Questions 29-30
Thank you for being a new Brita card holder. Now use your card you get. There is a special facility. ATM service cash sit and with drawly in every branch. Transfer information services. We also serve you with this card facilities when you show a card purpose a member about standing store, bearing Brita logo.

UN-SMK-06-29
What is Brita card?
A. A play card.
B. A bank card.
C. A student card.
D. A club membership card.

UN-SMK-06-30
When is a discount facility given?
A. We have an account with any bank.
B. We make a deposit and withdrawal.
C. We buy goods on credit at every store.
D. We use a Brita Card to buy products at stores bearing Brita logo.

UN-SMK-06-31
I don't know why they prefer ... in Menoreh Valley.
A. live
B. living
C. lived
D. to living

READING SECTION
In this section of the test, you will have a chance to show how well you understand written English.

For Questions 31 to 40, fill in the blanks with the most suitable word or words is NOT correct?.

UN-SMK-06-32
If you ... some more clothes, you'll be broke again.
A. buying
B. bought
C. buys
D. buy

UN-SMK-06-33
Because of the heavy downpour, the party in the park had to be ...
A. called on
B. called off
C. called out
D. called for

UN-SMK-06-34
... my sister ... I saw the Indonesian Model grand final last Saturday, so we did not know who the winner was.
A. Either – or
B. Both - and
C. Neither - nor
D. Not only - but also

UN-SMK-06-35
The lady ... daughter is missing looks nervous.
A. who
B. that
C. whom
D. whose

UN-SMK-06-36
Seeing my ... to leave, Tom demanded that he go along with me.
A. determine
B. determiner
C. determinant
D. determination

UN-SMK-06-37
I ... her a message that I would be late.
A. got
B. sent
C. received
D. approved
UN-SMK-06-38
A week after the interview, my sister got a call from the personnel manager saying that she ... as a secretary.
A. accepts
B. accepted
C. is accepted
D. was accepted

UN-SMK-06-39
Siti is a diligent and hard working employee; ... she has a good career advancement
A. unless
B. although
C. therefore
D. nevertheless

UN-SMK-06-40
Watch out! That man … on the wrong side of the road!
A. drive
B. drove
C. drives
D. is driving

Questions 41 to 50, which of the underlined words is NOT correct?

UN-SMK-06-41
The laundress unintentionally tore a silk-blouse while she washed it this morning.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-42
Mr. Bloomfield's ID card, whom you found yesterday, is in the filing cabinet
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-43
If the hotel service is good, the visitor would not complain.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-44
In a world where antibiotics don't work, the simplest infection are capable of escalating into fatal illness.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-45
My cousins have visited the museum a few days ago and they will see the temples next Sunday.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-46
Even though the construction cost is very high, the new dormitory will build next year.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-47
All citizens must participation in every program to improve the national condition.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-48
The minister refused the security service and preferred traveling by myself.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-49
In my spare time, I enjoy reading, playing badminton and go fishing in the lake.
A. B
C. D

UN-SMK-06-50
His last test showed he was the quickest typist, yet he was the less accurate of all the applicants.
A. B
C. D

Questions 51, 52 and 53 refer to the following information.

STING

Some years ago, Gordon Summer dropped out of teaching to risk all in the chancy world of pop music. Two years later, he was struggling to pay the rent. Now he is known as Sting, the lead singer of today's hottest band, The Police. How did this ex school master manufacture the right sound, the right image, the right band of sex appeal, to make himself into a teenage idol? Lulu Appleton reports.

Gordon Summer, an exceptionally good-looking man idolized by millions and so rich, that he can afford all he could ever wish for. Better known as Sting, he's the lead singer of the Police. His naturally fair hair has replaced the dyed blond hair of his stage act. The face magnetizes. The voice is low and husky, eyes bright and intelligent, yet wary.

Suddenly, he has become a superstar. "I can't walk down a street anymore without feeling that people are watching me. I can't be anonymous any longer, and that's a drag," he says.

UN-SMK-06-51
What is the main idea of paragraph 2?
A. The change in Sting.
B. The popularity of Sting.
C. The Jade singer of the Police.
D. Gordon summer's success and appearance.

UN-SMK-06-52
What was Sting's job before?
A. A singer.
B. A teacher
C. A musician.
D. An entertainer.
"Gordon Summer, an exceptionally good-looking man idolized by millions ..." (Paragraph 21.
What is the ANTONYM of the underlined word?
A. Wanted.
B. Hated.
C. Expected.
D. Respected.

Items 54, 55, and 56 refer to the following passage

COMPUTER KEYBOARDS
A keyboard is one of the most common input devices used with computers. It allows the user to key in programs and data and to control the computer system. The alphabetic and numeric keys are arranged in the same order as a typewriter. This layout is known as QWERTY because these are the first six letters on the top left of the keyboard.
Letters, numbers, symbols and blank spaces are known as characters. Computer keyboards have all the characters found on typewriters. In addition, they have some extra characters and some keys that do not produce characters but have special uses.
As with electric typewriters, most keys are auto-repeating. This means that, if they are held down, they repeat the same function again and again until they are released.
Unlike a typewriter, when using a computer keyboard, it is particularly important not to confuse the number 0 key with the letter 0 key and the number I with the letter.

After reading the passage, we know that ...
A. computer keyboards are exactly the same as typewriters.
B. typewriters are totally different from computer keyboards.
C. computer keyboards have more functions than typewriters.
D. typewriters have better functions than computer keyboards.

"Unlike a typewriter" (the last paragraph).
The synonym of "unlike" is ...
A. unparalleled
B. discreditable
C. unequal
D. dissimilar

What will happen if you hold down a key too long?
A. It repeats the function.
B. It cancels the function.
C. The function will be error.
D. It doesn't influence the function.

Questions 57 and 58 refer to the following instructions: HOW TO CHARGE YOUR "BRILLIANT" Card:
1. Scratch the black area to find die digits.
2. Dial"999" Yes or "OK".
3. Press "5" to get the charge option.
4. Enter the 14 digits.
5. The amount of this voucher will be automatically added onto your BRILLIANT card.
6. To check the remaining pulse credit dial "999#.
7. Active Time: 60 days. Recharging Time: 30 days

How do you get the "14 digits" of your brilliant card?
A. By pressing "5".
B. By dialing "999"
C. By checking the pulse.
D. By scratching the black area on the card.

What is the synonym of "recharging"?
A. Reversing.
B. Repeating.
C. Requiring.
D. Reloading.

Questions 59 and 60 refer to the following letter:

I Revans Street
New Zealand
November 15, 2004
Ms. Rita Ratnasari
Advance Reservations,
Victory Hotel
Jl. Raya Selecta No. 9
Batu, Malang - Indonesia

Dear Ms. R. Ratnasari,

Last month, I reserved a family room on the top floor having a mountain view in your hotel. The reservation will be December 24 -26, 2004.
I regret to inform you that my manager has suddenly cancelled my vacation due to an urgent convention I have to attend in Singapore. We will not, therefore, be able to spend our holiday in Indonesia. For this reason, we would like to cancel our booking.
I hope that we can travel to Indonesia and stay at your hotel some time in the future.

Yours sincerely,

Ryan O'hara
Whom is the letter directed to?
A. The receptionist of the hotel.
B. The duty manager of the hotel.
C. The general manager of the hotel.
D. The reservation manager of the hotel.

What is Ms. Rita Ratnasari expected to do after reading the letter?
A. To travel to Indonesia.
B. To send a hotel brochure.
C. To attend the convention.
D. To cancel the booking.